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            The Fence Experts team, 2009

        
            
    
    
                Integrous is a fence and deck installation company that has been serving customers in Eastern and Central Pennsylvania since 2009.

                Founded by Jason and Sara Hurst as The Fence Experts, our goal has always been to give customers the best value—and best quality—by putting people at the center of our business model. We believe our business isn’t just built by what we do; it’s built by who we are.

Our dedicated team of employees is passionate about what they do—and who they do it for. We are proud of each one of them and their commitment to go above and beyond what’s expected to serve others.

Meet the Crew



        

        

    


    














        
        

            Integrous describes how we operate our company and the way we treat each other.        
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                                Mission

                
                At Integrous, our most important value—integrity—is in our name.

We may look different on the outside, but we’re still the same group of experts with the same goals. We have the same ownership and same extraordinary service, quality products, and extended warranty that have made our customers loyal fans.

Today, our mission remains the same and our people-centered operation has translated into thousands of delighted customers. With the addition of decks to our lineup of services, we outgrew The Fence Experts name after 10 years, and our expanding team renamed the company to Integrous in 2019.

Read more about the name change in a letter from owners, Jason & Sara Hurst.
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                        Stop by our showroom                    


                    Experience our products in real life and see what sets us apart at our 4,600-square foot fence and deck showroom in Gap, PA.
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            Our warranty is the best in the business

              

            
            
                
                
            
            Read our warranty            
                
                    
                
            
            
        

    







    
        
            My experience with Integrous was exceptional. From the first visit to give me the quote to the day of installation they were professional and friendly. 

            Bob Hunsicker
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The Fence Experts
4.9
Based on 190 reviews
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review us on


[image: Jeffrey Walker]
Jeffrey Walker01:41 08 Apr 24
We trusted Integrous with our complex custom deck project and we can’t be more pleased with the high quality and…  professionalism of this group. We shared with Eric the details of our vision, and he created a beautiful design that embodied everything we wanted in our deck while both elevating the aesthetic appearance and maximizing its practicality. Everyone was very transparent and honest about the entire process. Philip and his team then crafted the deck we dreamed of. He truly cares about getting it done right, making sure every detail is high quality and accurate. He kept us informed of the process every step of the way, and frequently went above and beyond. When the deck was nearing completion and he heard we were going to have company over, he cleaned the deck surface so we had a beautiful surface to show. When the deck was already complete, he not only provided expertise on how to set up our planter boxes but even started the labor of this with us. We are very grateful for his and the whole company’s dedication and we whole-heartedly endorse them for your next project.read more


[image: Mic Bender]
Mic Bender20:30 19 Mar 24
We needed a dog fence for our home, and Integrous was the first and only company that we called.  From the initial…  meeting with Jon to the final installation with Manny (foreman), Rob, and Tyler, we could not be more pleased with the process and finished product.  It is beautiful; we especially love the commercial upgrade that was recommended by Jon.  The whole company is awesome and is certainly a reflection of Sara and Jason.  Good humans throughout Integrous and would highly recommend them to anyone.read more


[image: Betty Brosius]
Betty Brosius18:09 18 Mar 24
Integrous Fences and Decks was retained to replace 30+ year-old wooden railings with Tuscany C-10 black metal railings…  at 57 townhomes in our HOA development. They did an EXCELLENT job, and have transformed the aesthetics of the neighborhood in a positive way. Customer service was top-notch and communication with management during the project was constant and extremely responsive. They also replaced our pool fencing last summer. Integrous is highly recommended as a reliable, reasonably priced company with superb customer service and professional installation expertise.read more


[image: Don Kligerman]
Don Kligerman13:20 01 Mar 24
We’d whole-heartedly recommend Integrous. The salesperson was knowledgeable and had great design ideas. Their price was…  10% below the next lowest bid from another well-regarded company. The craftsmanship of the fence and the attention to detail by installers are first rate. They always came exactly on time, could not have been friendlier, and finished the job promptly. Most importantly, we have a beautiful fence.read more


[image: Rebekah Sauder]
Rebekah Sauder20:15 23 Feb 24
Integrous recently completed a fence installation for us and the experience was superb from start to finish. The…  receptionists, estimator, scheduler, and installers were all friendly and professional. They communicated in a timely and thorough manner through each step of the process. The installers left our property in great shape. The finished product is beautiful – we cannot stop staring out the window at it! Integrous is a cut above the rest – do not hesitate to hire them for your next project!read more


[image: Mary Richards]
Mary Richards21:47 20 Feb 24
This was our second time using Integrous and we couldn’t be more pleased. Manny and Tyler were friendly, efficient and…  knowledgeable. They didn’t stop all morning and expertly managed the neighborhood traffic as well as any and all site specific challenges. The whole process from the first call to the finished product was top notch!read more


[image: B]
B20:20 14 Feb 24
Glendon and Emily with Integrous Fence have been fantastic. This entire company has been a pleasure to work with. The…  craftsmanship is top notch and the customer service is excellent. I recommend this company who put up my white fence during the winter months which was necessary for my dogs after a move in. So they worked swiftly and efficiently. Thank you so much for your service.read more


[image: Dave Brown]
Dave Brown14:35 09 Feb 24
They did a small two step railing at my residence. It is exactly what we were looking for that will allow to stay in…  our home as we age as the steps to the front door are pretty steep.Thank you.read more


[image: Scott Ruth]
Scott Ruth12:42 19 Dec 23
Job well done by the entire Team!  Thank you, Integrous!


[image: Stefanie Claypoole]
Stefanie Claypoole14:41 14 Dec 23
We are so happy with our new fence! The team was very communicative, got our project done quickly and even came back…  promptly to fix something they were not happy with. Our 14-year-old says the fence makes it look like we live in a Beverly Hills gated community. 🙂 But seriously, it is beautiful and we are very pleased with Integrous!read more


[image: Todd M]
Todd M13:47 17 Oct 23
A great company to work with. Our fence repair was reasonably priced and was done promptly and exactly as estimated. We…  highly recommend letting Integrous bid on any fence project you may have.read more


[image: David Levine]
David Levine16:28 06 Oct 23
We are delighted with our new fence and with the professionalism of the installers.  Manny and Nick did a fantastic job…  and went above and beyond to ensure we understood the installation process and timeline.  We will use Integrous for future projects and recommend your company to our friends and family.read more


[image: Elijah Skacel]
Elijah Skacel18:11 02 Oct 23
I reached out to Integrous for some commercial fencing needs and was thrilled with the work they put in place. Their…  team was quick to respond, organized with submittals, and performed very high quality work. I highly recommend Integrous as a fencing contractor and look forward to working with them more in the future.read more


[image: suzy johnson]
suzy johnson20:35 12 Sep 23
As always, the team at Intgrous was wonderful to work with!


[image: Nancy Young]
Nancy Young13:24 06 Sep 23
We contracted with Integrous to replace the fence around our backyard.   The experience we had with the entire team…  (Including Jon, Glendon, Ryan, Merlin) exceeded our expectations.  The team listened to our wants/needs, were collaborative, professional, customer-service focused and did a masterful job on the installation of our new fence.read more


[image: DANA NAE GARCIA]
DANA NAE GARCIA12:33 18 Aug 23
Working with Integrous was AWESOME. I considered both Integrous and it’s main competitor. The unit itself is beautiful,…  functional and has changed the way we spend time outdoors.But even more impressive was the overall service. From working with Delmar to shape and design the project (plus, he stayed involved even post – sales and helped work through everything we needed), to the installation process (which was quick, easy), to the after service process where we had a slight programming issue that was resolved quickly – it was all wonderful. I would recommend this company whole heartedly, and will gratefully work with them again for upcoming projects.If you’re thinking about moving forward with Integrous – DO IT!!!read more


[image: Jody Zwick]
Jody Zwick15:23 01 Aug 23
The product was installed. Our railing looks beautiful! It is sturdy and makes the house appear better. It is a good…  quality product.We love it! Thank you so much!read more


[image: James Lewis]
James Lewis12:34 21 Jul 23
Integrous recently did a split rail fencing project for my parents in West Chester. My mother was really pleased with…  the work ethic, experience, and results from the Integrous team. She said “A bang up job. They really are lovely. Ryan is doing an incredible job and is so skilled.”read more


[image: E Heldri]
E Heldri20:46 20 Jul 23
Installed a fence in our back yard. Very professional and high quality. Highly recommend.


[image: Leslie McQuiston]
Leslie McQuiston17:35 30 Jun 23
The whole experience with Integrous was perfect.  They were responsive from start to finish and their installers were…  very polite and professional (and very hard-working).   I highly recommend them!read more


[image: George Weaver]
George Weaver20:59 20 Jun 23
A big shoutout to the Integrous team for the wonderful job they did with my backyard fence. I used them for my fencing…  needs for years. They stand behind their product and workmanship.read more


[image: Jeff]
Jeff16:50 08 Jun 23
Integrous did a wonderful job from estimate to post-install! Jon was very professional and patient during our planning…  process, and the two installers on-site were amazing as well. As customers, we were listened to, given feedback to steer our decisions and the finished product speaks for itself. The on-site team was professional, personable and cognizant of the close quarters and neighbors. We couldn’t be happier with how it turned out. It’s such a beautiful backdrop for our soon-to-be English garden. We would highly recommend Integrous and wished that we could give more stars!read more


[image: Josh M.K.]
Josh M.K.15:13 04 Apr 23
The Integrous crew did a wonderful job installing a combo of cedar privacy and aluminum fencing in our back yard. From…  the sales staff to the installation crew everyone was friendly, professional, and communicated very well. They even managed to get our fencing installed about a month ahead of the original estimate which was fantastic. Probably the most excited about this is our dog Daisy who basically lives out there now. I highly recommend using Integrous for the quality of materials, workmanship, communication, and top to bottom professionalism.read more


[image: Aimee Bowers]
Aimee Bowers17:19 23 Mar 23
I contacted Integrous in June 2022 as part of a large backyard rejuvenation. Integrous was one of five decking and…  patio contractors I contacted, and only one of three who agreed to even consider my six-figure project. While the details were still in the air, I had an overarching theme I wanted to create. The project included: expanding upon a current deck; creating a lower, larger deck; installing a pergola above a swim spa (installing a massive cement pad for the swim spa); and, adding in a paver patio with firepit. Integrous was the only contractor who could complete all steps without hiring subcontractors. And, as an added bonus, they were familiar with my township’s regulations. SOLD! Our designer, Eric S., was a dream to work with: He was communicative, inquisitive, cautious, and, importantly, patient with my indecisiveness or random acts of panic. Eric went above and beyond our expectations – he even caught a mistake on the manufacturing dimensions to our swim spa cover; a mistake that would have had detrimental consequences to the overall design. Integrous was patient and worked with us as we waited for our HOA approval. Once approval came, Integrous went to work. A team from Integrous met our team of electricians, etc., to properly coordinate work. Each step of construction was seamless and I knew we hired a trusted team. There were a few moments of panic during construction (hey, it can be stressful!), but the team was great and worked through the issues graciously, completing the project in February 2023. While Integrous may be on the higher end for costs, I will absolutely hire them again if the need arises; I am confident in their ability and workmanship. And, they were all simply nice to work with.read more


[image: David Vallina]
David Vallina20:10 08 Feb 23
Joe and Teo were great to work with. They were always checking in to make sure we understood what was going on. They…  were thoughtful, meticulous and made on-site adjustments to deal with some slope challenges.We definitely would use Integrous again.read more


[image: Marie Brislin]
Marie Brislin22:05 16 Jan 23
We had an excellent experience with Integrous fences. Joe and Teo did a great job with the installation of our fence.…  They obviously knew what they were doing and were very nice and helpful. They did beautiful work. We are very happy with our fence.read more


[image: Lauren Stutler]
Lauren Stutler18:48 21 Sep 22
Integrous installed a 6 ft privacy two-toned vinyl fence and I am very happy with the end results.I am very happy…  with the hard-working employees that they have. The job was done extremely well. They are extremely responsive and perform quality work.They have multiple team members who work in different departments which creates an easy process when needing an immediate answer etc.read more


[image: James Vickery]
James Vickery14:59 15 Aug 22
We hired Integrous to build a custom red cedar fence that attaches to the side of our back deck. It was a complicated…  job in a tight space, and Integrous built a fantastic fence that that we are very happy with. Gabe and his team were very professional as well, showed up on time and did a great job to explain the work to me and keep me informed. Highly recommend them and would very happily hire them again.read more


[image: Eric Solon]
Eric Solon14:35 01 Oct 21
We have used Integrous for several fencing needs and the latest job was fencing around our pool utilities and our home…  generator and HVAC equipment.  Integrous did a great job and adjusted fence heights after the initial install to make everything look just as we wanted it.  I highly recommend Integrous. They are responsive, their prices are very competitive and they do very good work.    You cannot get a better fencing company!read more


[image: Richard Bentley]
Richard Bentley18:41 08 Sep 21
Just had Integrous out to my new home to install a 12×20 deck, from the very beginning all of the employees at…  Integrous were a pleasure to work with. From assisting with design, to scheduling they made the entire process super easy–they even moved me up in their schedule earlier than I had anticipated! I wish I could’ve thanked each of the workers that came to finish my deck in a record breaking three days, they created an awesome deck that we will enjoy for many years to come! They were clean, on time and even repaired my lawn where their trailer sunk down into the grass! It was evident they all take great pride in their work, and each of the workers I spoke with were super friendly and easy going. If you are looking for someone to build a deck for you–look no further than Integrous! I hope to see their trucks rolling through my development as it continues to expand!read more


[image: ebwalk03]
ebwalk0316:44 25 Aug 21
This was my second fencing job with Integrous.  Once again, an exceptional job, above and beyond, showing up on time,…  courteous, taking away all debris, checking with me on exact details of placement.  Excellent Crew and company!read more


[image: Jose Vithayathil]
Jose Vithayathil18:51 14 Jul 21
We couldn’t have asked for a better experience for our vinyl fence installation. Everything was completed exactly on…  time and there were no surprises. The work crew were professional and friendly. The completed work exceeds our expectations and the 5 year warranty is a bonus attraction. We want to add our voice to the online reviews, since we went by the online reviews in selecting the company.read more


[image: Maureen Bail]
Maureen Bail19:07 25 Jun 21
Exceptional professionalism, teamwork, attention to detail and service. 5 star rating without a doubt! It was worth the…  wait. Thanks so much!read more


[image: J Coulter]
J Coulter18:17 10 Jun 21
We decided to use Integrous Fences and Decks based on our previous experience with them building a fence around our…  yard.  We worked with Delmar to develop a custom design that tied into our house, and provided coverage over the main door to the deck.  He was even able to show us a real-life rendering in advance so we could see what it would look like before starting.  The entire project was handled by the Integrous team, including the planning, permitting and construction.  The job was completed on time and on budget, and the crew who buit this was a pleasure to work with as well.  The results even exceeded our high expectations!  I would highly recommend this company for any fencing and deck projects that you have!read more


[image: Joe Harvey]
Joe Harvey19:38 08 Jun 21
Everyone from start to finish was helpful and professional throughout the process. The product quality is excellent and…  the installation was done with care. Thank you to estimator John Smoker, Jordan, Bradley, Joe and the rest of the installation team, scheduler Glendon and the office staff. I have received many compliments on the finished product and neighbors have commended the hard work of the installers.read more


[image: Jim Elliott]
Jim Elliott14:18 03 Jun 21
We had used Integrous to put in a fence earlier in the year and couldn’t have been happier. We decided to use them for…  our bigger project of adding a fireplace, roof, and pergola to an existing deck that we wanted to expand. Delmar and Jonathan’s team were phenomenal to work with and their professionalism and craftsmanship were great. They follow up until everything is done exactly right and we would definitely utilize them in the future for more projects!! Thanks!read more


[image: Sorena Prieto]
Sorena Prieto13:52 20 May 21
I am very happy with the work that they did.  My fence is beautiful and well done.Gerald and Taylor were a pleasure to…  work with , professionals, respectful and the work was done well organize,  with quality and on time.I Recommend this company!read more


[image: Rosemary McCoy]
Rosemary McCoy20:38 31 Mar 21
Every single employee we worked with at Integrous were prompt and professional. A huge thanks to John Smoker our…  estimator, Glendon the scheduling manager who always got back to me and kept me informed, and Jordan and Bradley Hollinger, they did a amazing job, worked hard, and where polite and professional. We love our new cedar fence!!!!read more


[image: Mike Spellman]
Mike Spellman23:26 11 Mar 21
Had this company come out to do a quote on a VERY small fence. Priced it out prior at multiple places online for…  material only and they quoted over a thousand dollars more for material alone. I was referred by someone who paid much less and indicated it took the installers about three (3) hours to install fencing for almost an acre of property.  I needed less than a hundred (100) feet of fencing and they wanted $2000 in labor for a job that would have taken a very short period of time (guessing less than an hour). I originally asked for a quote on a separate parcel and saw the rep measure a portion of the property, but didn’t finish, and no quote was provided.  I normally do not post reviews, but this job was something we needed and it was a complete waste of time.read more


[image: Whoatastic 007]
Whoatastic 00716:43 11 Mar 21
Integrous built a beautiful 14×32 deck for us with half of it covered.  They were very quick and reliable from the…  start, offering a quote within a day with renderings, to starting the project AHEAD of time, to then finishing it all within 14 business days.  Kudos to this great company!read more


[image: Michael Hernandez]
Michael Hernandez15:03 09 Mar 21
I cannot say enough good things about Integrous. From the initial assessment to the installation of the fence. They…  were transparent, professional and priced competitively.Ryan and Tyler were tasked with the fence installation and they both worked to get our fence installed in about one day. They worked from morning to evening to get the job done and done right. If you are having a fence installed through Integrous and Ryan or Tyler show up on the day of the installation you are in great hands. Their hard work and attention to detail far surpassed my expectations.I would highly recommend Integrous.read more


[image: Eleazer Espinosa]
Eleazer Espinosa15:55 22 Jan 21
I contracted Integrous to repair my deck and I am extremely satisfied. Mike and Jose did a fantastic job! I expect to…  enjoy my deck for many years to come. I highly recommend Integrous for anyone who is thinking of having a deck installed.read more


[image: philip clark]
philip clark20:52 31 Dec 20
This is how you operate a business.Integrous Fences and Decks built a new 475 square foot deck and renovated our 160…  square foot front porch in Media, PA.Both deck and porch are TimberTech Terrain composite in Brown Oak decking with Rustic Elm trim.My wife and I literally could not be more thrilled that we chose this company.From the initial consultation with Eric and to the extremely professional digital proposal, we were made comfortable. The 3D renderings provided were a massive aid in helping us craft our vision.We cannot sing enough praises about Eric.  His communication, patience and attention to us as clients was caring and thoughtful throughout the project and should be lauded.Foreman Abram and his varying crew performed their craft admirably.  Each day upon arrival and without hesitation there was a plan being executed.  The skills these human beings possess is exceptional.  There are few things in life more honorable than devoted hard work.Lastly, I feel the need to mention arriving home the night our deck was completed.  While looking through our windows at this glorious achievement I immediately became emotional.  Almost tears emotional.Yes, that good.Integrous Fences and Decks has most certainly bettered our lives through their business and we value our newfound relationship.Cheers!read more


[image: Anthony forte]
Anthony forte19:31 20 Nov 20
Great experience with this company. Highly recommended!  Jon was great to work with through the vision and estimate. …  Zach and Micah were the installers. These guys were the best.  Really felt good about the attention to detail through the installation process. These guys went above and beyond.  Very impressed and happy they were the crew that worked on my project.Could not be happier. Thank you Intergous!read more


[image: Mona Chmara]
Mona Chmara19:43 11 Nov 20
I am extremely satisfied with Integrous and my new fence!John Smoker the sales rep was knowledgeable and helped me…  figure out what my best options were.The men that came out to install my fence couldn’t have been any nicer! I am thrilled with the quality Of the fence and customer service!Special shout out to Gabe who constructed my fence!read more


[image: Scott Welliver]
Scott Welliver13:06 29 Oct 20
From the very beginning to the very end (and even beyond), every team member at Integrous exceeded our expectations for…  our new deck. They were generous, patient, informative, prompt, and professional at every step. We were incredibly impressed by the organization of every detail… and every detail was covered. The addition of a deck has been a family-changing addition to our home and we’re really grateful for the Integrous team and their diligent work.read more


[image: Joe Lasprogata]
Joe Lasprogata14:09 12 Oct 20
Integrous Fences and Deck provided the service and quality above and beyond what was expected. The workman ship was…  excellent and their quote was fair.There’s a lot of fencing company’s out there, but I would only recommendIntegrous to my friends and family.read more


[image: Ray Bounsynhavong]
Ray Bounsynhavong01:22 11 Oct 20
I would like to thank Integrous Fence & Decks for our beautiful khaki colored vinyl fence. The installers (Ryan & Ty)…  were super respectful ,and responsive to any questions we had. Everything lined up to the T, and there attention to detail was more than exceptional. I can see why Integrous has been so successful over the years, by having hard working individuals like themselves to get the job done. If we ever need any additional work done, guaranteed Integrous will be the first ones we call. Thank you so much again.Ray & Lisaread more


[image: Christopher Irving]
Christopher Irving15:26 06 Oct 20
Fairly priced and ready to install before other competitors. Ryan and Tyler were fantastic on installation day – they…  worked hard and checked in throughout the day to make sure the fence was exactly how we wanted it. We are happy customers with an even happier dog!read more


[image: Julio Gonzalez]
Julio Gonzalez15:05 22 Aug 20
The fence installation and look was absolutely incredible!  The installers were very professional, pleasant, and really…  know how to be efficient!  Your company has a great future with installers like the two that installed my fence.  Thank you, i am very pleased I waited and selected Integrous!!read more


[image: Cipriano De Haro]
Cipriano De Haro14:07 19 Aug 20
Every step of the process was exceptional. The fence and deck we had installed was well crafted and executed…  beautifully. The team was communicative, quick & friendly. Highly recommended! Thank you Integrous Team!read more


[image: Carol Roth]
Carol Roth15:12 22 Jul 20
We were very pleased with the work done repairing our fences.  Your workers arrived when scheduled and did a…  professional job in two hours.  They evaluated what need to be done, brought the materials needed, and executed the job perfectly.  I would use Integrous again without question.read more


[image: Dana Cooley]
Dana Cooley20:08 20 Jul 20
Excellent, reliable firm.  Job started within estimated date, finished in two days, and was billed at the original…  estimate.  Installers (Tyler and Stan) were courteous and worked hard in the hot weather we were having.  Wooden shadow box privacy and aluminum fence sections are fine quality.  Would use Integrous again.read more


[image: Amy Taylor]
Amy Taylor15:21 20 Jul 20
We are so pleased with our overall experience with Integrous! From the quality of work to the professional and friendly…  workers – we are happy to recommend this company! We have received many compliments from our neighbors and most importantly…our dog is beyond happy to run free! Thank you so much!read more


[image: John McGrann]
John McGrann20:03 06 Jul 20
We couldn’t be happier with our new fence! Integrous was a pleasure to work with, and extremely professional. They…  especially seem to have excellent internal communication – each transition from our initial visit to estimating to scheduling to installation was smooth and seamless. Highly recommended!read more


[image: Kyle Wenger]
Kyle Wenger19:08 26 Jun 20
Jason worked with us to come up with the perfect fence design for our playground project. The install crew was…  punctual, worked hard, and did a great job. Very satisfied, thank you Integrous!read more


[image: James Hammer]
James Hammer13:00 26 Jun 20
From the initial consultation to the final power washing of the finished deck, our experience with Integrous was…  nothing but exceptional. Quick responses, a friendly and informative crew, and a beautiful end result made it an amazing experience. Integrous was hands down the right choice to build our dream deck.read more


[image: jessanna kasiguran]
jessanna kasiguran14:42 19 Jun 20
I couldn’t have been more happy with my experience with Integrous!  Having had many poor experiences with various…  contracting business in the past, Integrous set the bar high.  They were responsive, helpful, had great pricing, were in tune with my needs, quick, and provided a great fence for us.  I’m so happy that I found them.  Thank you thank you!read more


[image: Katie Moore]
Katie Moore13:17 04 Jun 20
The whole process was great from start to finish. The estimator was great and easy to deal with, I got scheduled…  quickly, and the installers were on time, professional, and did a great job cleaning up afterwards. The fence looks amazing. It was a great overall experience.read more


[image: Jim Mulherin]
Jim Mulherin23:02 29 May 20
We had a great experience working with Integrous on our fence project. Communication was great throughout the entire…  process. The crew was professional and the attention to detail was amazing. Our new Bufftech Sherwood fence looks great. I would highly recommend working with Integrous for any of your future fence or deck projects.read more


[image: Michelle McCormack]
Michelle McCormack14:00 27 Apr 20
Loving my deck and new fenced in yard!  Grateful for the Integrous team for building a beautiful, solid and well…  crafted deck.  Delmar worked with me to make sure the design was just as I visioned.  From the first visit through this project completion, my experience was wonderful.  The integrous team is professional, skilled, knowledgeable and they were an absolute pleasure to work with.read more


[image: Jill Margetich]
Jill Margetich15:55 13 Apr 20
We have worked with Integrous Fences and Decks three times.  They installed fencing at our previous home and have now…  installed fencing and a beautiful covered deck at our new home.   When we researched installing a deck on our new home we went back to Integrous to see what they could offer since they have a dedicated Deck Division.     We met with Delmar at our property and he listened to what we were looking to accomplish.    We wanted a composite deck with a roof which could be wired for lighting and TV.     Delmar and his team provided us with a comprehensive proposal which far exceeded our expectations.     We were able to see each component and view digital photos of the completed work.The team at Integrous was timely and worked very hard.   They took one week to build this deck which included an electrician and inspectors along the way.    The finished product was amazing and they met each milestone exactly as proposed.We love our new deck and look forward to spending time enjoying this great new living space.     My husband and I highly recommend their services.read more


[image: Tom S]
Tom S16:27 10 Apr 20
Integrous completed the railings on my deck and the bridge you see in the photo.  They did an amazing job installing…  them and for the right price.  I would highly recommend them.  I know their deck business is newer but the work would not show of someone inexperienced.read more


[image: George Benedetto]
George Benedetto05:58 07 Mar 20
Had a deck installed.  The entire Integrous team, from the beginning of the sales process to the completion of the deck…  was excellent.The entire customer experience and workmanship was way above any expectation i could have asked for. Deserving of more than 5 stars.read more


[image: dani elliott]
dani elliott14:22 05 Mar 20
I have had several fences installed over the years each time we moved and all with different companies.  Integrous went…  far above my expectations. The estimator, John Smoker returned the quote within the day after he was at our property as promised. He was professional and specifically met our needs.  We chose a red cedar picket fence and the high quality of the wood is evident.  Ryan and his brother installed the fence, they were very meticulous, measuring, leveling and paying attention to every detail. They also did an outstanding job cleaning up and raking away the excess dirt. They very personable and polite as well. It is difficult to find quality craftsmanship, at a good value as well as prompt service and personable employees. I wish everyone we hired was like them. Will recommend them to everyone!read more


[image: Lisa DeRosa]
Lisa DeRosa16:06 31 Jan 20
Very happy with Integrous fence . From Jon the estimator to the installers Nate and Jordan , everyone we spoke to, so…  helpful. The fence is high quality. Great company and we would recommend to everyone.read more


[image: John Scargall]
John Scargall12:13 19 Nov 19
Integrous was great to work with, from the estimate to the work being done. Jordan & Riley came and did great work. We…  originally had had a mix up in what materials would be needed and the design of the fence, but they worked with me to make it right. There are inevitably going to be problems, but these guys will work with you to make sure you’re happy, and that’s why I went with them. Excellent work!read more


[image: William Shipman]
William Shipman16:57 18 Nov 19
Everything from the original estimate to the installation was top notch and spot on. Jon, the guy in charge of…  estimates was great to work with. We made several change requests before installing and no issues there. The guys doing the installation were very detailed and did a precise job. We had over 600 foot of fence installed and it looks great.read more


[image: Pam Britton-Petrie]
Pam Britton-Petrie16:52 18 Nov 19
Integrous installed a full fence for us and did an excellent job and cleaned up everything 2 years ago. We had a…  neighbor’s tree fall on our fence. So we called them and they came out to repair it. Unfortunately I thought I had closed the door to our yard keeping my 3 dogs inside. So I went to the front and told them to go ahead to the yard. I heard barking and looked the door! It was open I ran out to bring them back in the house. They were barking and barking at these guys. The guys just keep smiling saying it’s ok. They were polite and professional as they tried to keep the dogs away. Nice guys! Great company.read more


[image: Brooke Himmelberger]
Brooke Himmelberger00:04 27 Oct 19
We recently decided to replace our 20+ year old fence and deck. We thought the process of replacing both at the same…  time was going to be overwhelming but Delmar made it stress-free. He was very patient with us, answered all of our questions and helped guide our decisions to keep us within our budget. The inside team was also very helpful when it was time to make the deposit and the on-site crew was efficient & tidy. They completely removed the old fence/deck then installed the new material in four days with no damage to our lawn. The overall communication throughout the entire project was just spectacular, we knew what to expect at every point along the way.  We had the best experience with Integrous Fences and Decks and we highly recommend them!read more


[image: john McLaughlan]
john McLaughlan20:04 26 Sep 19
Wow, Wow, Wow, did I say Wow!! Had a deck one half open and the other half with a screened in porch that Integrous…  installed is amazing. We added lighting and a ceiling fan in the screened in porch to able to enjoy the deck into the night. The Timber Tech Azek decking English Walnut, the black aluminum railing and posts with the 3rd rail makes the deck pop. The screened in porch with matching roof and siding of the main house looks like the deck has been there for years. The team at Integrous from Delmar’s renderings to the crew Abram, Kevin and Michael that made it happen are the most professionals I have had the privilege to work with. You want a deck with a screened in porch that’s amazing and done right call Integrous no need to call anyone else.read more


[image: Richard Lewis]
Richard Lewis11:31 26 Aug 19
I had 3 fence estimates completed before choosing Integrous Fence and Decks. Recommend you watch their video “Why we…  are the fence experts “before making a decision to use another company. My wife and I gave them 5 stars +. From the beginning to the end of the project Integrous Exceeded our Expectations!  Need to recognize Jon C.  who did our estimate, the other two companies could learn from him. Best of all was Ryan and Tyler L. who installed our fence. I must compliment both of them on their customer service, attention to detail and follow up. Richard & Tara Lewisread more


[image: Kevin Brandt]
Kevin Brandt21:14 12 Aug 19
This company is the real deal.  Great communication, professional and quality workmanship.  Highly recommend.  We’re…  enjoying the additional space Integrous created by expanding the depth of our balcony from 4ft to 8ft.read more


[image: Stephen Kain]
Stephen Kain14:57 29 Jul 19
what I will say is that although we were not thrilled with the strength of our aluminum fence, Integrous did all that…  they went above and beyond to ensure we came to a happy outcome.  they met with me personally a couple times and truly worked with me to find middle ground on pricing, the warranty and otherwise to make sure I was happy with the transaction, likely incurring costs themselves to get it right.  I can’t say enough about the owners Jason and Jonathan and the crew they sent for installation was stellar.  The fence is straight as an arrow and they even ensure gravity works to auto-shut your gates.  Thanks Integrous, I will recommend you to friends and neighbors!!!read more


[image: Amy Mulnix]
Amy Mulnix11:29 29 Jul 19
I love, love, love my fence. The crew was professional and did excellent work. Special kudos to them for working on a…  really, really hot day! The fence looks terrific. My dogs are so happy to have a space to run again! AND! Bonus! The crew did a great job making sure that no bunny lives are in danger by being sure none were fenced in (he-he!). I did have a small issue with some settling of dirt around one of the posts; the customer service was  great. The issue was fixed in a couple of days.I would highly recommend Integrous!read more


[image: jason ploppert]
jason ploppert16:57 08 Jul 19
Fantastic experience dealing with integrous.  Everything from the ease of scheduling with them to the workmanship…  delivered was top notch.  There was a slight issue with placement because of a communication issue, but they fixed it as soon as informed of the issue with absolutely zero hassle.  Would recommend to anyone who needs fencing or a deck done.read more


[image: Blenda Mourar]
Blenda Mourar12:49 29 Jun 19
I have NEVER EVER experienced working with such a wonderful company! EVERYONE was absolutely delightful to deal with,…  from the estimator, John Smoker, the office girls, and Jonathan Hurst, an incredible young man….they are very kind and professional, do a wonderful job, and I cannot express my thanks enough to everyone in their crew. I highly recommend this company to everyone! Thank all of you, and God Bless you all!read more


[image: Joanne Quirion]
Joanne Quirion21:56 21 Jun 19
Integrous installed my fence last Friday. Everyone from the company was very professional and great to work with.  The…  salesperson arrived on time and sent me the quote the next day as promised.  He always promptly returned my calls and emails answering all my questions. The installation was scheduled at my convenience.  The installation crew came right at the time they promised and were friendly and courteous. They did an expert job and it was very apparent by how they installed my fence that they were experienced professionals.  I am thrilled with my fence and would highly recommend Integrous to anyone who is in need of a fence.read more


[image: athenainstitute]
athenainstitute20:26 28 May 19
We have hired Integrous Fence and Decks  for multiple projects, including metal and wood fencing, reconstruction of a…  second floor balcony, replacing an aging Pergola with a new one. In every case the do what they say they will do, the work is impeccable and they are honorable to deal witn because they provide a clear written proposal which is open to discussion and once settled upon is achieved in timely fashion.read more


[image: Christopher Stiteler]
Christopher Stiteler00:52 23 May 19
I just had a 4 foot rail fence installed in my front yard for my dog, and to add a nice addition to my place. I am…  completely satisfied with all the hard work and time that was put in by the crew who did it. Everyone was great through this whole project , very pleased. I will definitely be coming to you again for my next project in the near future. Thanks to you all! Great job!read more


[image: Ryan Martin]
Ryan Martin17:12 13 May 19
From start to finish our experience with Integrous Fences and Decks was excellent.  I would recommend the company to…  family and friends without a moment’s hesitation.  We explained what we had in mind to the sales representative.  He listened and gave excellent recommendations.  In addition to this, he did not try to “sell” us on anything we did not need or want.  The installation of the fencing went really well also and we really appreciate the completed fencing. I do not know who likes the completed project more, our dog or our family. 🙂read more


[image: Lisa Taylor]
Lisa Taylor13:56 09 May 19
The workmen who showed up to complete our project were professional, polite, kept a clean workspace, and knowledgable. …  Thier work was outstanding as was every step of dealing with company. I couldn’t even tell they had disturbed the fresh mulch in their working…they left it just as they found it! I discovered them online in a general search for fencing contractors in my area. I feel very fortunate to have an exceptional experience.read more


[image: Derek Davis]
Derek Davis13:16 25 Apr 19
We had Integrous install a deck. Quality of the final product is great. Professionalism of the sales team, project…  manager, and crew were second to none.  They also work with a bank for financing options.  All around just a great company that delivers a great product.read more


[image: Timothy Snider]
Timothy Snider13:31 10 Apr 19
When I entered into the contract with Integrous, they were named The Fence Experts.  I selected them over three…  competing fence company’s because of the integrity of the website and the estimator.    They were not the least expensive.  I had to wait 5 weeks for the 176 feet of 5 foot Jerith aluminum fencing to arrive.  The estimate was competed on 1/5.  The installation was set for 2/25.  The team arrived perfectly on time and began the removal of the chain link fence.  This was set to be a 3 day job with the removal of the metal posts.   They team used a bobcat which tore up our lawn significantly leaving deep treads in the ground.   The team finished the installation on day two, but I noticed two panels missing.  When I went out to talk to them they said they would have to order two panels because the estimator measured incorrectly.  It would be three weeks before they arrived. They apologized for the inconvenience.   I told them they had to make a way to secure the yard as we were purchasing the fence because of a new dog.   I ended up calling the company.  The company sent someone out to erect a makeshift fence and apologize.  They then sent someone with straw to put down at my request since the yard was torn up and muddy from the bobcat.   They apologized again.  They said they would help with the yard when they come back. (Note how long til they came back).   The gates were also the wrong design of gates and mismatched with the fence.  But they were functional.  The missing fence panels and the gates came in on 4/1.  Note that I had to continue to follow up with the company to check the status.  They did not reach out to me.   But every time I expressed my displeasure they apologized.   They left one pole in the ground cut off, two holes infilled where they removed the fence posts, a torn up yard and concrete pieces In The yard where they mixed it.   We spent a lot of our time reseeding the yard, tamping the places where the bobcat left tracks and filling in the holes.   One might think they offered a discount for their troubles? No.   One might ask if they sent a gift card to make things right? No.   We received a bill with the clause that if it wasn’t paid timely there would be interest as consequences.    Integrity is not the word I would use to describe this company.   The fence looks good, but with the time and aggravation, I would have rather have selected another vendor.  This was not a good contractual award.read more


[image: Dienne Kroger]
Dienne Kroger20:11 11 Feb 19
Gerald was a pleasure to work with and was quick to answer all of my questions. The team that came out to install the…  fence were very professional and did a great job!!!Thanks guys!!!read more


[image: Yaacov Silberman]
Yaacov Silberman03:01 09 Feb 19
We hired Fence Experts to do a relatively complicated all-glass perimeter for our pool. It was as perfect an experience…  as you can hope for from any contractor. They were quick with their estimates, fair on the price, stuck to schedule, and the result was perfect. They were recommended to us by our realtor, and we’re happy we took their advice.read more


[image: Wendy Clement]
Wendy Clement15:15 02 Feb 19
From start to finish, the Fence Experts were knowledgeable, professional, and a pleasure to work with. Our old fence…  took effort to remove and they stuck with it without complaint. Our new fence is beautiful! Our neighbors have been thanking us for the gift!read more


[image: Nate Nixdorf]
Nate Nixdorf20:10 02 Jan 19
Incredibly happy with the skill, efficiency and professionalism of The Fence Experts. The finished product was actually…  better than I had hoped, as they were able to navigate some tricky spots that I feared would look bad. Every part of the process was easy, and I would recommend their services to anyone.read more


[image: Mary Ellen Mahoney]
Mary Ellen Mahoney18:40 11 Dec 18
The Fence Experts team came ready to work hard on a hot hot day and they never slowed down.  I was so impressed by…  their work ethic as well as their craftsmanship.  When they were done with our beautiful fence they cleaned up and made sure that we were satisfied.  To top it off, I got a check in the mail after we decided to change a few things that made it easier for installment.read more


[image: Aaron Graves]
Aaron Graves05:34 10 Dec 18
The Fence Experts were great and we will definitely use again. It was a side fence with a gate and they worked with our…  neighbor to bill / invoice separately so that process was really easy. Great communication/response time and they even went out of their way to help remove a dead shrub for us. Won’t hesitate to call them again.read more
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            We began in 2009 with 1 employee and a big goal:
 Make our business about people, not just products.        

    
        
        
            
                [image: Jason Hurst and Sara Hurst. owners of Integrous Fences and Decks]
            

                    


        
            

                                History

                
                From its infancy, Jason and Sara have guided the business and our growing team to its current size of over 40 employees.

Our growth is a result of our reputation in our industry and the priority we place on bettering employees, many of whom have expanded their roles inside the company. Jason and Sara continue to actively lead Integrous, and today we serve both residential and commercial customers with quality fences and decks.


                            

        

    







    
        
            
                
                    Stop Dreaming. 
Start Designing.                

                Call 610.430.0743 to schedule your free consultation.

                Or fill out the online contact form and we will call you!
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            The Fence Experts is now Integrous Fences and
                Decks.
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